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SPECIALITY KUSMI TEA MENU
12 oz. cup $5 | 24 oz. teapot with 2 cups perhaps? $8 | 16 oz. to-go cup $5
:: Kusmi Tea Story ::
In the 19th century Pavel Kousmichoff created teas with fruits, flowers and spices to delight the taste buds of the high society in Saint
Petersburg. After fleeing from the Russian Revolution, the Kousmichoff family set up their tea workshops in Paris. In the 20th century,
Kusmi created gourmet blends and started to work for the betterment of man and the planet. Now Kusmi is going towards all organic by
the end of 2020 with the help and patronage of WWF where products are fully recyclable. All teas are loose leaf and precisely measured
for full enjoyment.

Black Teas
Sweet Love

Sweet Love awakens the senses with its blend of black tea
with notes of spice, licorice and pink pepper.

Prince Vladimir

A blend made from Earl Grey that combines black tea with
full-bodied vanilla and tangy notes of grapefruit, orange
and lime.

Anastasia

Anastasia is an Earl Gray tea enhanced by notes of
bergamot, lemon and orange blossom. Inspired by the real
Anastasia, Grand Duchess of Russia, daughter of the Tsar.

Earl Grey

An incomparable blend that pairs the strength of black tea
with the tangy flavor of bergamot. It's a classic tea that can
also be enjoyed with milk!

Green Teas
Detox

A fresh, healthful combination of mate and green tea
enhanced by zesty notes of lemon and lemongrass making
Detox tea a fresh, fruity and healthful blend.

BB Detox

A refreshing combination of tangy notes of grapefruit in a
blend of green tea, mate, and guarana with the rounded
vanilla flavor of rooibos.

Rose Flavored Green Tea

Treat yourself to a moment of pure happiness with this Rose
Green tea that calls to mind a bouquet of sweetly-scented
flowers.

Green Teas
Gunpowder Green Tea

Originally from Zhejiang province in China, its leaves are
dried after harvesting to avoid fermentation, then rolled into
pellets resembling gunpowder. Boom!

Herbal Teas
Aquarosa

An herbal tea with tart notes of hibiscus and berries and a
gourmet hint of apple. This herbal tea was directly inspired
by Abyssinian rose tea, a blend that includes hibiscus from
East Africa.

AquaExotica

Head for the tropics with AquaExotica, our fruity herbal tea,
perfect for sipping all day long. This fruity beverage with its
light pink color combines exotic mango and the fresh taste
of dragon fruit.

BeCool

A relaxing herbal tea with a base of verbena and with
delicate notes of peppermint, licorice and apple. Enjoy
some peace and serenity.

Lovely Night

An organic, indulgent, fruity herbal tea that offers a new
take on traditional evening teas. This flavorful organic
herbal tea is made from honey-bush, rooibos, linden and
verbena and is naturally caffeine free. Its surprisingly sweet
notes of pear, cinnamon and licorice add enticing, fullbodied flavor. Sleepy?

